PHILIPPINE ASSOCIATION OF ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH LIBRARIANS
NATIONAL SUMMER SEMINAR


The seminar's objectives are to:

~ Redefine PAARL's library agenda for the future taking into consideration the challenges of innovation and technology;
~ Create a training environment focused on innovative approaches in library services; and
~ Strengthen current awareness in information access, library security and safety and other immediate concerns.

Topics include the following:

~ Innovative Services and Future Challenges for Libraries
~ Marketing Approaches in the Library Context
~ Information Brokering
~ Digital Discovery: Access to Information Across the World
~ Library Security and Safety: Current Trends and Development
~ Bibliotherapy

The participants are the librarians and their staff in both public and private elementary and secondary schools.

The registration fee of Two Thousand Seven Hundred Pesos (PhP2,700.00) will be charged each participant to cover the conference meals, handouts, seminar kit and certificate. This excludes the accommodation and transportation expenses.

For more information, contact Sr. Ignatius R. Tal Placido, SPC, PAARL President, Rm. 301, The National Library Building, T.M. Kalaw St., Ermita, 1000 Manila. SPUManila at tel. no. 524-5687 loc. 220; fax no. 525-6620; mobile no. 0918-6471167 and e-mail address: sister.ignatious@lvcos.com.